
communication policies, starting with topman-
agement. Traditional company cultures have to
evolve to become more open, collaborative, and
transparent, and communication infrastructures
need to change. Getting everyone together in
open sessions, discussing how team members
will communicate with each other, and learning
the working and communication styles of each
generation canmake theworkplacemore satisfy-
ing for everyone, not just millennials.

JOSEPH DIMISA. SIBSON CONSULTING. An or-
ganization with long-term hiring goals and
employee population goals should be anticipat-
ing its needs now and figuring outwhere it will
find all those folks it needs to do business in the
future. Organizations that expect to experience
growth in the near future are focusing on hir-
ing millennials — and making them happy
within the workplace — as are organizations
that have a solid understanding of what the de-
mographics of their organization should look
like five to 10 years out. In addition, human re-
sources firms should be putting together pro-
grams that ensure the work force pipeline stays
full and that will require sensitivity to workers’
needs, desires, beliefs, and cultures. High-tech
companies and wireless companies are doing a
good job at creating a stimulating environment
for millennials, and some life-sciences compa-
nies are starting to do a good job as well.

KIMHUGGINS.KHRSOLUTIONS.There needs to
be an understanding and appreciation of both
the differences between the generations and

Robin Robinson

Our experts say, however, this is a genera-
tion worth catering to, because if they are
happy, they will most certainly succeed.

Getting all four generations to work to-
gether effectively is challenging because the
generations have difficulty relating to one an-
other as they interact in the workplace. As a re-
sult, team leadersmust first understand each of
these groups in order to lead them effectively.
Today’s work force needs to be given the tools
to adequately learn and understand the charac-
teristics of all the generations, or no one will be
happy. And the millennials, the employment
wave of the future, will leave to find a work
place that more suits their style.

The thought leaders who participated in
this forum have expertise in generational re-
search or experience in hiring and integrating
millennials into their corporate culture.

Can’tWe All Just Get Along?

NAGARAJA SRIVATSAN. COGNIZANT. For a
company to attract and retainmillennials, it first
must be prepared to adjust its culture and its

he next generation to hit the
work force will be among some
of the best and brightest em-
ployees to come along — so
what’s all the fuss about? Mil-

lennials, sometimes called the trophy genera-
tion, have a radically different view on what
they expect from the work environment from
the last three generations, and this expectation
can cause friction on all sides.

T

Millennials:
Problems or Prodigies?

Gen Yers entering the work force will bring disruptive change
to the current work culture, as well as a high level of success.{ }

“ Employers often fail to create
generational harmonywithin
theirorganizations and the lack
of understanding leads tomissed
opportunities. ”

JOSEPHDIMISA / Sibson Consulting
Four generations— four different views

Working together effectively requires

flexibility,open communication

Corporate cultures need to embrace

millennials becausemanagers want

them on their teams

3

2

1
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ally worked. We began to break down those
stereotypes.

HAYDNSHAW.FRANKLINCOVEY.We have found
11 key points of friction where generations
bump into each other. The biggest sticking
point is respect. All generations want to be re-
spected, but they all define this differently,
which creates friction. For example, for tradi-
tionals, respect is deserved when someone is in a
high position and has been there a long time.
Baby boomers believe people have to pay their
dues before being invited to the table.Millenni-

als, on the other hand, believe that everyone de-
serves respect and to be heard, no matter their
experience. Millennials do not want to be dis-
missed or not valued for having an opinion.
They say, ‘Let me come to the table with my
ideas.’ So it is a huge point of frictionwhenmil-
lennials expect to be accepted at the table right
now. Other trouble spots include differing defi-
nitions on work ethic and different styles of
communication and decision-making, dress
code, training, and feedback.

KATHY MARSICO. PDI.Honestly, diversity is a

Millennials

the strengths each brings to the table. This
means that all four of the generations need to
be flexible and embrace change. In many cases,
this requires a true shift in company culture
because many of the policies and practices that
exist today were established by the traditional-
ist and baby boomer generations.

TIM COOK. LILLY.About three years ago, I no-
ticed a convergence of opposing forces happen-

ing on my teams. On one
hand, the industry was at a
point in time that it clearly
had to transform how it did
business and needed tomove
away from a very product-
centric model to a new
model that was very cus-

tomer-centric, all
withinmany com-
peting forces. I
knew we were
headed into a
time of great
tu rbu l ence

and at the same
time, I noticed among
my employees —
across all generations
— an overall unwilling-
ness to change. They
were all just digging in
their heels and they all
thought their way was
the right way. I could
tell that we weren’t re-
ally talking to one an-
other and I knew that
with the significant
changes ahead, if people
were close-minded, this was
going to become a problem.
I wanted to try to help them
understand one another be-
fore it got out of hand, so we
brought in help from the out-
side to confront us with our
own stereotypes that we
held about one another
and to help us under-
stand our own genera-

tional behavior, and it re-

FEATURED THOUGHT LEADERS
TIMCOOK.VP,OncologyU.S.and

CanadaBusinessUnit Leader,Eli

Lilly and Company,dedicated to

delivering innovative solutions

that improve the care of people living with

cancer. For more information,visit lilly.com.

JOSEPHDIMISA.Senior VP,

Sibson Consulting,a division of

Segal,which provides strategic

human resources solutions to

corporate and nonprofit employers. For

more information,visit sibson.com.

KIMHUGGINS.President,K HR

Solutions LLC,a human re-

sources consulting firm that

helps transform individuals and

corporate groups into effective leaders and

results-oriented teams.For more

information,visit khrsolutions.com.

“ Fora company to attract and
retainmillennials, it firstmust
adjust its culture. ”

NAGARAJA SRIVATSAN / Cognizant

KATHYMARSICO.Senior VP,Human Re-

sources, PDI Inc., a provider of integrated

multichannel promotional outsourced

services for established and emerging

healthcare companies.For more information,

visit pdi-inc.com.

HAYDNSHAW.Senior consultant,

FranklinCovey, a consulting firm that

facilitates transformational leadership in

people and organizations around the

globe through training,executive coaching,and

principle-based programs.For more information,visit

franklincovey.com.

NAGARAJA SRIVATSAN.Senior VP and

Head of Life Sciences,North America,

Cognizant,which offers information

technology, consulting, and business

process outsourcing services. For more information,

visit cognizant.com.

“Millennialswill help usmakea
better connectionwith patients and
communicatemore effectively how
our innovation changes lives.”

TIMCOOK / Eli Lilly and Co.
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beautiful thing; it always has been and always
will be. Understanding motivation and play-
ing to people’s strengths is a keystone in suc-
cessful talent management. Every generation
of worker seems to get ‘tagged’ with some
label and some set of associated myths. Em-
ployers need to beware of too many stereo-
types. This being said, companies also need to
recognize the differences in worker priorities,
expectations, and attitudes and play to those
differences. One misperception is that millen-
nials don’t have a work ethic. The reality is
that they have a very practical, pragmatic ap-
proach to work. While no less proud of the
work they deliver, they are less prone to take
the scenic route to getting the job done. Their
use of technology — and networking — al-
lows them to be incredibly efficient, on a very
different scale from the past. In reality none of
the generations are going to change their be-
haviors. Differences usually create the chance
for all groups to grow and develop a newly
shared vision of success.

Millennials May be Causing
Problems, butAreThey the Issue?

HUGGINS.K HR SOLUTIONS. In my work with
many pharma companies, I always hear com-
plaints about the millennials. There is still a
huge gap as far as true awareness and under-
standing around the four generations, what
each values, and why this is critical from a
business perspective. Companies that under-
stand these issues and embrace the strengths
that each generation has to offer can signifi-
cantly impact employee engagement, motiva-
tion, and productivity. The companies that
recognize generational diversity as an advan-
tage and take the time to educate their em-
ployees are experiencing more effective team
and customer relationships.

DIMISA.SIBSONCONSULTING.Some companies
are using specific training to understand dif-
ferent types of people, and what the type of
individual competencies they bring into the

Millennials

job, their goals, and their career paths. Educa-
tion can create an understanding between the
generations. Employees who think differently
need to clearly understand each other. For ex-
ample, millennials, more than likely respond
to corporate rules and status quo differently
from other generations. All of these factors

The Four Generations Defined

» Traditionalists:born before 1946,age 64

and older

Many of the communication preferences that

traditionalists were raisedwith still exist today.

They prefer amore formal style of

communication.While traditionalists do use

technology for work purposes, they still prefer

communications to take place face to face,

over the phone,or through conventionalmail

systems.

» BabyBoomers:born between 1946 and

1964,age 46 to 63

The television came alongduring this

generation and theway informationwas

received took on a newmeaning.This

generation has certainly embraced the use of

technology for communication purposes but

when surveyed,they still prefer face to face.

Baby boomers are very relationship- and team-

oriented. It’s important to take time to establish

rapport and showapersonal interest in them.

» GenXers:born between 1965 and 1981,

age 29 to 45

The advancement of the personal computer in

the early 1980s ushered in the technology

boom.Independent and self-motivated,Gen

Xers have amore informal approach to

communication and tend to rely heavily on

the use of e-mail.They also have amore direct

style and like to get down to business quickly.

»Millennials/GenYers:born between 1982

and 2000,age 10 to 28

The Internet was bornwith them and

information is now available 24/7.The primary

mode of communication for GenY is instant

and via technology.They use cell phones, text

messaging, instantmessaging,and blogs.They

have taken the concept of networking to a

whole new level with social websites.

Source:K HR Solutions LLC.
Formore information,visit khrsolutions.com.

Generation gaps need to close

Training and awareness can alleviate

the issue

Communication is key to smooth

integration
3

2

1

“ Companies need to recognize
thedifferences in employees’
priorities, expectations, and
attitudes, and then play to those
differences. ”

KATHYMARSICO / PDI

“ All generationswant to be
respected, but eachdefines
this differently, which creates
friction. ”

HAYDNSHAW / FranklinCovey

“ Theassumption is that
millennials cannot communicate
verbally simply because they
prefer to use technology, but this
is not true. ”

KIMHUGGINS / K HR Solutions
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Millennials

need to be part of a human resources curricu-
lum for senior leaders in an organization. Or-
ganizations need to be aware of how to com-
municate with millennials when they come on
board. Proper expectations need to be deter-
mined right at the beginning, which includes
setting time lines for advancement and bene-
fits, as well as many other things that the older
generations were not bold enough to ask for or
needed to know before accepting a job. Today
the percentage of millennials in the work force
is relatively light compared with five years
from now, when the percentage of millennial
employees will increase by 40%. If an organi-

zation doesn’t have a good understanding of
how to recruit this generation, lead them, and
motivate them, it will not be hiring the future
leaders of the next generation. It is imperative
that corporations take a look at their policies
when it comes to this group and understand
that they need greater flexibility.

COOK.LILLY.To better appeal to millennials —
and all generations — we have created a very
different feel around our meetings. We have
made them much more experiential, rather
than didactic. We have tried to limit general
session times, as well as limit slide presenta-
tions. We have designed our meetings to be
muchmore emotionally charged andmore pur-
pose driven vs. sitting in a classroom or break-
out room flipping through slides. I want peo-
ple to walk away from a meeting emotionally
charged, not in a sales hype way, but with a
connection to our customers. I want our em-
ployees to connect with the fact that our busi-
ness is about helping people and our products
add value to patients’ lives. Millennials are
helping drive this focus, and they will chal-
lenge the ‘whys’ until they are satisfied that
they know the reason they are doing what is
being asked of them. This constant questioning
helps me connect to the purpose of a project.

SRIVATSAN. COGNIZANT.Any time there is a
diverse multigenerational group working to-
gether, the rules of communication need to be
clear. For example, millennials are multi-
taskers who respond to e-mail and IM chats at
the same time. They easily cope with inter-
ruptions 24/7, but older generations may set
boundaries and only answer e-mails during
certain times. They aren’t accessible 24/7.
Millennials may misconstrue this behavior as
unresponsive and older generations may be
annoyed by the nonstop interruptions of e-
mails and texts from millennials. Therefore,
groups need to talk about communication ex-
pectations, because this is the fundamental
disconnect. If someone does not understand
another person’s communication style, he or
she may feel alienated.

When Millennials
Take Over theWorld

PreparingYour Corporation
for Millennials

A recent study fromAccenture on the

behaviors of millennials shows that

organizations have a choice tomake: try to

moldmillennials into something they are not

or work to integrate the youngworkers’

strengths into the organizational culture.The

latter requires rethinking IT policies on a re-

gional basis,accommodating a variety of work

styles,and adjusting organizational structures.

Based on its research,Accenture

recommends executives do the following:

» Take the leadon listening,learning,and
adapting.Organizations thatwork to

develop a better understanding of

emerging technologies andhowmillennials

use themcanbenefit inmultipleways.

» Balance IT boundaries and freedoms.

CIOs can reconcile enterprise security,data

privacy,and regulatory compliance

concerns by expanding IT policies where

possible while educatingmillennials on the

business imperatives behind certain

technology restrictions.

» Adapt IT policies todealwith

generational diversity.Judging from the

on-the-gowork style ofmillennials,

organizationsmaywish to investmore

deeply in enabling theirmobile work forces.

» Accelerate experimentswith social

networks.Organizationsmust accept that

millennials actively research employers,

managers, clients,and service providers via

social networks.Engagingwith students

and youngworkers via these channels can

helpmake the company amagnet for new

talent.

» Bridge the generation gap.Executives

have an opportunity to restructure

organizations to encourage creativity

across all ages and experience levels.Find

innovative ways tomanage inter-

generational teams.Establish two-way

coaching programs that pair senior em-

ployees withmillennials to encourage col-

laboration and knowledge transfer.

Source:Accenture.
Formore information,visit accenture.com.

In five years,millennials will represent al-

most 40% of the work force

The technology,healthcare, and pharma

industries are top recruiters of

millennials

Millennials will continue to impact the

work force for the next 60 years
3

2

1

FiveTips to Leading Across
Generations

The successful mixture of four generations in

theworkplace requires uppermanagement

to lead through the differences, rather than

trying tomanage the differences.The

following five steps illustrate how to lead a

team through the 11 common points of

friction that occur between the generations.

1. Acknowledge:Get the team talking about

generations

2. Appreciate:Get the team asking“why,”not

“what,”and align focus to common needs

3. Flex:Agree how to accommodate the

different approaches

4. Resolve:Sort the generational preferences

from the business necessities when

flexibility is not enough

5. Leverage:Layer the strengths of the

generations

The 11points of common

friction betweengenerations

» Respect
» Decision-making
» Training
» Feedback
» Dress code
» Meetings
» Fun at work
»Work ethic
» Communication
» Policies
» Loyalty

Source:FranklinCovey.Formore information,
franklincovey.com/tc/solutions/generations-solutions.



MARSICO. PDI.We are most certainly hiring
millennials. While we continue to hire in all
age brackets, the millennials seem to have a
particular attraction to and temperament suit-
able for sales teams. The sales role plays well
with their general can-do attitude and posi-
tive, confident self-image.

SHAW. FRANKLINCOVEY.The statistics of mil-
lennial unemployment are a bit grim. Mil-
lennials have a significantly higher unem-
ployment level than the other generations.
The younger millennial males are at almost a
20% unemployment rate. Industries that
tend to have high turnover, such as the hos-
pitality and accounting fields, are hiring
some millennials. In this current economy,
most companies are hiring experienced indi-
viduals first and therefore hiring people who
are older. In any recession, it’s the young peo-
ple who get hit the most. However, the phar-
maceutical industry is uniquely positioned
because not only do millennials care about
doing well financially, they also want to make
a real difference in the world. The biggest
misconception is that companies can avoid
hiring millennials. People say to me: ‘I’m just
not going to hire them,’ or ‘We try to avoid
them.’ Well, for one, that is age discrimina-

tion, but even more than that, soon compa-
nies won’t have a choice.

HUGGINS.K HR SOLUTIONS.By 2012, the mil-
lennial generationwill represent close to 30%of
the work force. Companies are starting to hire
millennials butnot all companies have truly em-
braced them. In many companies, there is still
the mentality of ‘this is how we do things here.’
This doesn’t always work so well with the mil-
lennials. They are looking for a company culture
that respects diversity and encourages new ways
of thinking and idea sharing.

DIMISA. SIBSON CONSULTING.High-tech serv-
ices, pharma, and in general, the healthcare
and insurance fields are recruiting millennials
higher than the average rate. These industries
have discovered that millennials are a very
hard working group, who are very goal-ori-
ented, and who like to be challenged. A lot of
the skills millennials have play out well in
marketing, sales, and business development.
They are confident, collaborative, and tech-
savvy, and all those skills create competencies
that help them thrive in a sales or marketing
environment. Millennials like to have a flexi-
ble work schedule and want to work in a
friendly, casual environment, and if a company

meets these needs, millennials’ satisfaction will
actually increase their productivity.

SRIVATSAN.COGNIZANT.As an example, in our
company, about 75% of our 100,000 global
employees are millennials. The millennial pop-
ulation is growingnot only in theUnited States,
but India, China, and other countries where we
operate as well. In the United States, we are ag-
gressively recruiting this group on campuses as
well as the lateral market as a source of key tal-
ent. Millennials will increasingly make up
larger portions of our work force.

Millennial Myth Busting

DIMISA. SIBSON CONSULTING.Millennials want
to be challenged, they like to learn new skills,

Millennials

Myth:Millennials want it all. Reality:

They want to be challenged.

Myth:Millennials can’t communicate.

Reality:Millennials communicate well

and often.

Myth:Millennials don’t want to put in

the hours.Reality:They do,but they

want those hours to be flexible.
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they want be treated respectfully, and they
want to have flexible work schedules. Many of
these attributes can be misinterpreted; millen-
nials can be perceived as having short attention
spans, or liking to job hop, or being restless, or
using one employment opportunity to catapult
to the next one, but this is not really the case. If
members of this generation are not challenged,
they will leave. But if a company creates a chal-
lenging environment and gives them interest-
ing work, they can be very successful. Pharma
companies need learn to work with this gener-
ation. Pharma companies have the opportunity
to recruit some of the best and brightest in sales
and marketing, if they are willing to provide
the benefits that are important to this group.
According to our survey, millennials, as a
group, perform equal to or greater than other
generations in sales roles.

HUGGINS.K HR SOLUTIONS.One of the biggest
misconceptions is around communication
skills. The other generations assume that mil-
lennials cannot communicate verbally simply
because they prefer to use technology. This is
not necessarily true. Millennials have been
making oral presentations since elementary
school and although they leverage technology,
they still have the ability and desire to commu-

nicate face to face and share ideas verbally. In a
survey we conducted about 18 months ago, we
learned that every generation expressed face-to-
face communication as their No. 1 preference
when talking with their boss. Millennials have
a strong desire and need for coaching andmen-
toring in the workplace. They rely on their boss
to provide this and want the opportunity to
speak face to face as often as possible. Another
misconception is around work ethic. I’ve heard
other generations express frustration and con-
cern that millennials won’t put in the required
hours. When I have discussed this with groups
ofmillennials, they say they aremore thanwill-
ing to work long hours, but they want to un-
derstand how the work they are doing fits into
the larger picture, adds value to the company,
and leverages the skills that they bring to the
table. They also want to have flexibility in get-
ting the work done. If they choose to do it from
9 p.m. to 3 a.m. rather than 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
they don’t understand why this should matter.

MARSICO.PDI.We have been working with all
generations in forming integrated work teams
that specifically bring different population
groups to the table to solve a problem or im-
prove a process. We also strive hard to ensure
companywide communications link all work-

ers to each other and to key leaders in the
company. We find that listening is key and
ensures that there are both formal and infor-
mal means of getting input from, and provid-
ing feedback to, our national work force.

SHAW. FRANKLINCOVEY. It’s all about learning
the language and learning to speak cross-gen-
erationally to communicate effectively. How
companies deal with building global teams is
a great parallel. People don’t think of different
generations as being similar to coming from
different countries, but generations function
as differently as people from other cultures.

MakeWay for Millennials

Millennials

Committed Team, Shared Vision.
At PharmaNet, some of the industry’s top scientists and project managers work 
to continually provide you with leading scientific solutions and customized 
services. Study timelines are kept on target and accurate reporting gives you the 
data to make educated, timely decisions about your product. Our drug development 
services are built on the common goal to advance your drug through regulatory 
submission and maximize its market potential. We are committed to your success. 
PharmaNet works for you. 

1 609 951 6800      www.pharmanet.com
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Numbering almost 80million by some

expert predictions, it will be virtually im-

possible for millennials not to impact

the current work force

Millennials are going to force the

industry to leverage technology to its

fullest

Millennials will help the industry make a

better connection with patients
3

2

1



HUGGINS. K HR SOLUTIONS. This generation
will drive change in all companies. They are
more willing to speak up, ask questions, and
challenge the status quo. Their ability to
leverage technology and create new ways of
doing things will streamline outdated
processes and establish opportunities that may
not have previously existed. They are sensitive
to people issues and have a true respect for di-
versity, not in the traditional sense of race and
gender, but in the form of skills, experience,
and thinking styles. This will create company
cultures that place value on respect, collabora-
tion, and innovation.

DIMISA. SIBSON CONSULTING. Today’s work
force is made up of 23% millennials and is
projected to increase to 32% in five years,
which is roughly a 40% increase. Organiza-
tions have to understand that millennials are
highly motivated, highly success-focused,
and career-driven; they will strive to earn a
lot of money and they want to have a status
title and role. They have a little bit of a me-
centered culture so organizations will have to
understand this and build their cultures to
support their needs as much as they can. For
example, companies will need to create
strategies that appeal to the individual, un-

derstand that titles are important to this
group, and provide millennials with exposure
to top management. This group wants to be
mobile and won’t stay in the same job for
many years. As the percentage of these em-
ployees increases, management and human-
resource policies will have to change to sup-
port this.

SHAW. FRANKLINCOVEY.Millennials will im-
pact the future workplace in many ways. I
like to remind folks that we called Gen X
‘slackers’ for the first 10 years, but nobody
has called them slackers in the last 10 years.
In fact, organizations have shifted so their
cultures have at least as much Gen Xer as
they do boomer preferences in them. Over the
past 20 years organizations made adjustments
in the workplace that were necessary to retain
them. Organizations will do the same thing
with millennials. For example, we joke, but
flip-flops will be formal business attire —
they will cost $200 and have more bling.
Millennials are already having an influence on
conference and meeting rooms in some of-
fices, which are being redesigned to be more
like social gathering places, more casual, and
less about the table and more about people
sitting in a circle having conversations. There
will be more video conferencing and far more
people working from home and conferencing
at all hours. There will soon be 24/7 knowl-
edge work share and as long as the work gets
done and done on time, people will be work-
ing at very different hours. In pharma R&D,
this trend will be even more pronounced.

SRIVATSAN. COGNIZANT. The industry needs
to look at millennials from two perspectives:
millennials who work for pharma companies
and those who consume pharma products.
Pharmaceutical companies will need to have
the tools and technologies to interact with
them as both customers and employees. We
recently worked on a global survey of 400 ex-
ecutives in cooperation with the Economist
Intelligence Unit, and we found that compa-
nies that are at the forefront of more innova-
tive, collaborative ways of working are look-
ing to hire millennials. Companies that don’t
provide a rich, collaborative, conversational
experience are going to alienate a significant
portion of their future work force and cus-
tomers. PV
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SOUND BITES FROMTHE FIELD

ALAN EDWARDS is Senior Director,

Americas Product Group,Scientific Kelly

Services Inc.,a global provider ofwork force

solutions.Formore information,visit

kellyscientific.com.

“ As the next generation prepares to enter thework

force,employerswill notice how ingrained their lives are

aroundWeb technology.To keep this talented group

engaged andproductive,companieswill need to use

remote,wireless,mobile,and cloud technologies,thus

enabling employees the flexibility toworkwhere needed.

Thiswill enable employers to acquire anddeploy the

top talent on a global basis as business needs ebb and

flow. ”
RUTH FRAZER is President of Pharma-Cruiting,an

executive search firm specializing in the

recruitment of executiveswithin the life-

sciences industries.Formore information,

visit pharmacruiting.com.

“While some employersmay be tentative to hire

millennials,our experience is that companies are

embracing the opportunity to have amulti-generational

work force. Successful life-sciences companies

understand and appreciate the benefit and need to hire

elite individuals across generations. Individuals in their

20s have primarily grown upwith significant knowledge

and experience in the technology area,especially

interactive computer software.Such individuals can be

very creative,business savvy beyond their years,

assertive,and highlymotivated to prove themselves.

Despite the potential for such characteristics to clash

with those of amore seasoned professional,

companies have been able to successfully

blend the strengths demonstrated among

their employees across generations.Younger

professionals do display a great deal of respect

for others and they understand how critical a

strongwork ethic is in theworkplace,especially

in today’s ever-changing economy. ”
DR.JAN FERRI-REED is President

of KEYGroup,an international

speaking,training,and assessment

firm.Formore information,

visit keygroupconsulting.comor e-mail

jferrireed@keygroupconsulting.com.

“Millennials,or GenYers,born between 1982

and 2000,are known for their high education,

techno-savvy,orientation toward teams,and

social networking know-how.Life-sciences

companies can prepare for attracting and

retaining this generation by adjusting their

policies and procedures to embrace flexible

schedules, virtual work, individual and team

rewards, and a well-defined career

development process.GenYers work to live

and desire challenging assignments, career

opportunities, and informal work structures

that allow them to contribute at the optimal

level. It is also helpful to preparemanagers to

embrace the uniqueness of the GenY

generation,while helping them to coach this

group on what they need to do to be

successful. ”

PharmaVOICE polled those in the recruitment field as to how today’s life-sciences
companies should prepare for the next generation of employees.
Below are their tips for embracing a multi-generational work force.





tainment of sales goals was just as good or
better than nonmillennials.

“Since millennials are overachievers and
have a constant need to challenge themselves,
they typically thrive and outperform, in many
cases, the other generations,” Mr. DiMisa
says. “They take more risks, are more friendly,
and are more cordial, and have more relation-
ship skills, which all lend to being successful
in this type of role.”

According to Kim Huggins, president of
KHR Solutions, the success of a millennial in
any position, sales or otherwise, rests largely

Robin Robinson

MillennialsTailor-Made
for Sales andMarketing Roles

hile millennials are less
likely to beworking in the
sales organization today,
their presence will multi-
ply in the next five years,

says Joseph DiMisa, senior VP of Sibson Con-
sulting, and this group will be very successful.

Sibson recently published the report Mil-
lennials in the Workforce: How to Properly
Manage, Reward, and Compensate the Mil-
lennial Generation, and that report showed
that, contrary to popular belief, 92% of em-
ployers surveyed reported that millennials’ at-

W

Millennials and IT in theWorkplace

Accenture’s global research onMillennials’Use

ofTechnology indicates thatmillennials display

attitudes andbehaviors toward technology

that often clashwith corporate controls over IT

aswell as traditionalwork styles andhierarchi-

cal structures.The induction ofmillennials into

thework force hasmany implications—and

an equal number of opportunities— for

organizations andparticularly the CIOs holding

the technology strings.Those companies that

choose to listen, learn,and adapt aremost

likely to improve their competitive advantage

in core areas, including recruiting and retention,

innovation,andgrowth.TheAccenture survey

indicates thatmillennials:

» Increasingly choose their employer based
on access to leading technology.

» Prefer to choose the computer,mobile de-
vice, and applications they use at work.

» Express disappointment with the quality of
employer-provided emerging technologies.

» Favor textmessaging or instantmessaging
over e-mail.

» Routinely bypass corporate approval
procedureswhenusing devices and

applications.

» Regularly download nonstandard
technologies not available at work.

» Exhibit different notions of online privacy
than older workers.

Source:Accenture.
Formore information,visit accenture.com.

“ If the corporate
culture provides a
supportive environment
and understands their
needs, thenmillennials
will thrive in any
position. ”
KIMHUGGINS / K HR Solutions

“ Anyposition that involves
collaboration and social
networkingwould be a
perfect fit for amillennial. ”
NAGARAJA SRIVATSAN / Cognizant

“Millennials represent an
opportunity for pharma to
recruit someof the best and
brightest for sales and
marketing roles. ”
JOSEPHDIMISA / Sibson Consulting

This generation’s natural inclination toward
social networking can foster success in
today’s technology-enhanced climate.{ }
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“If the culture is one that is able to under-
stand their needs and provide a supportive en-
vironment, then millennials can thrive in any
position,” Ms. Huggins says.

She has found, however, that many pharma
companies hire millennials for sales positions
and then they struggle with bridging the gaps
between the physicians they are calling on,
which are usually members of the other three
generations.

“I have heard of millennials experiencing
pushback from physicians because they do not
view them as having enough experience in the
industry to be of value,” she says. “This is why
it is important to educate around generational
issues.”

As a generation, millennials were told that
they can achieve anything, and Nagaraja Sri-
vatsan, senior VP and head of life sciences,
North America, Cognizant believes they can.

“I think any position that involves a lot of
collaboration and social networking would be
a perfect fit for a millennial, including clinical
trials, patient recruitment, and of course,
sales,” Mr. Srivatsan says.

The change in the sales environment that
will require more electronic interaction be-
tween the physician and the sales rep is a nat-
ural transition for this generation, Mr. Srivat-
san says.

He is also hopeful that the millennials’
spirit of collaboration and transparency

will help break down the long-held silos in
pharma, which would lead to a transforma-
tion that would reach across the value
chain. PV

Millennials

on the company culture more than on the in-
dividual.

These tips are designed to assistmanagers

in coachingmillennials in communicating

effectivelywith other generations.

» Who is your communication intended for
— peer, colleague,manager, executive,

partner— andwhat do they expect?While a

casual approach works well with a peer or

colleague, the senior leader in a department

might not appreciate it.Take the time to learn

the expectations of your audience.

» How urgently does the person need the

information— immediately,by the end of

Defining a Generation:
Millennial Traits

» Millennials tend to approach each
challengewith a strong sense of confidence.

» Millennials have dealt with“helicopter
parents”who provide themwith guidance

along theway.

» Millennials have a reputation for creatively
rethinking the rules.

» Millennials are totally immersed in the latest
and greatest gadgets.

» Millennials tend to define friendships in
looser terms.Yes, they do have strong bonds,

but social networking online has changed the

way they view“friends.”

» Themillennial’s motto would be:“If you
want the job done,do it with a team.”

» Millennials are known as the hyper-
multitasking generation.

Source:KeyGroup.
Formore information,visit keygroupconsulting.com.

your business day, their business day, the client’s

business day,early next week? In a global

environment, a broad requirement like end of

the day or as soon as possible can havemultiple

meanings.Check your assumptions.

» What form or forms of communication can

best meet the need of the recipient— phone

call, e-mail, text,multiple forms,multiple

recipients?While millennials don’t e-mail each

other much, it’s still the primary communication

process in business.Millennials need to avoid

responding to clients by text message or

Facebook,unless thesemethods have already

been approved by the receiver.Otherwise,

stick with tradition, and no text abbreviations.

» What can go wrong— text gets deleted,

voice mail not delivered— and how can you

mitigate the risk? Millennials trust technology.

Unfortunately,many business users, systems,

and processes aren’t as adept as they are so

they sometimes don’t get themessages.As a

manager, remindmillennials where things can

go wrong and how to leverage redundancy so

that the critical information is communicated,

regardless of howwell the technology did or

didn’t work.

Helping Millennials Communicate More Effectively

Source:FranklinCovey.Formore information,visit franklincovey.com.

EXPERTS
JOSEPHDIMISA.Senior VP,

Sibson Consulting,a division of

Segal,which provides strategic

human resources solutions to

corporate and nonprofit employers. For

more information,visit sibson.com.

KIMHUGGINS.President,K HR

Solutions LLC,a human re-

sources consulting firm that

helps transform individuals and

corporate groups into effective leaders and

results-oriented teams.For more

information,visit khrsolutions.com.

NAGARAJA SRIVATSAN.Senior

VP and Head of Life Sciences,

North America,Cognizant,

which offers information

technology, consulting,and business

process outsourcing services.For more in-

formation, visit cognizant.com.
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